Launch of Future of Sex Report: 9 Detailed Predictions on the
Impact of Technology on Human Sexuality
Future of Sex Report, a detailed 25-page research report on humanity’s erotic future, has
been launched by FutureofSex.net, the world’s leading publication on the intersection of
technology and sexuality. The report was co-authored by FutureofSex.net Editor Jenna
Owsianik and the site’s publisher Ross Dawson, a globally recognized futurist and author
well-known for his Newspaper Extinction Timeline and other pointed predictions.
The report focuses on 5 major fields, explaining for each what they are, the state of the art
today and what to expect tomorrow in:
 Remote Sex
 Virtual Sex
 Robots
 Immersive Entertainment
 Augmentation
The report contains 9 predictions on how our sex lives will undergo dramatic change and
reach new heights in the next few decades.
“Technology is transforming every aspect of our lives, including our sexuality,” says Ross
Dawson, leading futurist and the publisher of FutureofSex.net. “How we connect with our
loved ones, the intimacy of our relationships with technology, and even our identities are
swiftly moving into uncharted territory.”
“Sexual relationships are no longer limited by geographic space, and breakthroughs in the
medical field are opening and re-opening erotic possibilities in the face of human biology,”
says Jenna Owsianik, editor of FutureofSex.net “Research into making sex safer—and more
pleasurable—has also gained significant financial support, paving the way for an exciting
sexual future.”
The 9 predictions are:
 Adult performers and some B-list celebrities will sell robotic replicas of themselves
designed for sex by 2033
 One in 10 young adults will have had sex with a humanoid robot by 2045
 By 2028 over a quarter of young people will have had a long-distance sexual
experience
 3D-printed body parts of your lover, enabled with touch feedback, will add intense
realism to long-distance sex by 2025
 First dates in motion-capture virtual worlds will become popular by 2022
 By 2024 people will be able to be anybody, with anybody, enacting impossible
fantasies in photo-realistic virtual worlds
 Brain-to-brain interfaces will allow partners to stimulate each other to reach orgasm
directly by 2027
 Sci-Fi sex fantasies will spring to life as people can enhance their biology and merge
with machines to become superhuman sex idols
 By 2020 people will regularly pair virtual reality and haptic sex toys to fully immersive
themselves into adult entertainment
For comprehensive insights into where sex is headed, read the full report here:
futureofsex.net/Future_of_Sex_Report.pdf
About FutureofSex.net

Launched in 2011, the publication has grown to become the world’s leading publication on
how technology is changing human sexuality, today and tomorrow. It provides deep,
insightful coverage of the edge of sex technologies and possibilities, including sex robots,
remote sex, immersive adult entertainment, human augmentation, and virtual sex.
Its mission is to help people understand the possibilities and implications of how sex is
evolving, so they are better prepared for the coming transformation of human sexuality,
potentially far beyond what we have ever before imagined.
Read the latest from FutureofSex.net
About Ross Dawson
Ross Dawson is recognised as a world-leading futurist, entrepreneur, keynote speaker, and
bestselling author. He has given keynote speeches on the future to business and
government leaders in 27 countries across 6 continents.
His four prescient books include Living Networks, which anticipated the rise of social
networks years before Facebook or Twitter were created, and his strategic frameworks,
including the highly influential Newspaper Extinction Timeline, have been seen over 10
million times. He is Managing Partner and Chief Futurist of the Rh7thm group of companies,
and the founder of 5 other companies.
As a highly influential futurist and commentator, Dawson’s insights have been frequently
featured in the media including on CNN, ABC TV, USA Today, New York Times,
BusinessWeek, The Guardian, Today, Sunrise, and many other global media.
Read more: RossDawson.com
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